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Race Rebels 1996-06-01 many black strategies of daily resistance have been obscured until now race rebels argues kelley have created
strategies of resistance movements and entire subcultures here for the first time everyday race rebels are given the historiographical
attention they deserve from the jim crow era to the present
Race Rebels 1996-06-01 many black strategies of daily resistance have been obscured until now race rebels argues kelley have created
strategies of resistance movements and entire subcultures here for the first time everyday race rebels are given the historiographical
attention they deserve from the jim crow era to the present
Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class 1996 this significant contribution to german history pioneers a conceptually
sophisticated approach to german german relations poiger has much to say about the construction of both gender norms and masculine
and feminine identities and she has valuable insights into the role that notions of race played in defining and reformulating those
identities and prescriptive behaviors in the german context the book will become a must read for german historians heide fehrenbach
author of cinema in democratizing germany poiger breaks new ground in this history of the postwar germanies the book will serve as a
model for all future studies of comparative german german history robert g moeller author of protecting motherhood jazz rock and rebels
exemplifies the exciting work currently emerging out of transnational analyses a well written and well argued study priscilla wald author
of constituting americans
Jazz, Rock, and Rebels 2000-03-03 examines two decades of european dissent discusses the influence of the 1968 invasion of
czechoslovakia and assesses the role of dissenters in the modern world
Sophisticated Rebels 1988 rebel politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in myanmar one of the most entrenched armed
conflicts in the world since 2011 a national peace process has gone hand in hand with escalating ethnic conflict the karen national union
knu previously known for its uncompromising stance against the central government of myanmar became a leader in the peace process
after it signed a ceasefire in 2012 meanwhile the kachin independence organization kio returned to the trenches in 2011 after its own
seventeen year long ceasefire broke down to understand these puzzling changes brenner conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the
knu and kio analyzing the relations between rebel leaders their rank and file and local communities in the context of wider political and
geopolitical transformations drawing on political sociology rebel politics explains how revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy
within their own movements and how these internal contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways brenner presents a
novel perspective that contributes to our understanding of contemporary politics in southeast asia and to the study of conflict peace and
security by highlighting the hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of political violence ethnic conflict rebel governance and
borderland politics
The Broken Rebel 1972 during the great depression california became a wellspring for some of the era s most inventive and imaginative
political movements in response to the global catastrophe the multiracial laboring populations who formed the basis of california s
economy gave rise to an oppositional culture that challenged the modes of racialism nationalism and rationalism that had guided
modernization during preceding decades in rebel imaginaries elizabeth e sine tells the story of that oppositional culture s emergence
revealing how aggrieved californians asserted political visions that embraced difference fostered a sense of shared vulnerability and
underscored the interconnectedness and interdependence of global struggles for human dignity from the imperial valley s agricultural
fields to hollywood seemingly disparate communities of african american native american mexican filipinx asian and white working class
people were linked by their myriad struggles against depression era capitalism and patterns of inequality and marginalization in tracing
the diverse coalition of those involved in labor strikes citizenship and immigration reform and articulating and imagining freedom through
artistic practice sine demonstrates that the era s social movements were far more heterogeneous multivalent and contested than
previously understood
Rebel Politics 2019-10-15 investigates the appropriation of black popular culture as a symbol of rebellion in postwar germany
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Rebel Imaginaries 2020-11-23 this is the first book to examine and compare how rebels govern civilians during civil wars in latin
america africa asia and europe drawing from a variety of disciplinary traditions including political science sociology and anthropology the
book provides in depth case studies of specific conflicts as well as comparative studies of multiple conflicts among other themes the book
examines why and how some rebels establish both structures and practices of rule the role of ideology cultural and material factors
affecting rebel governance strategies the impact of governance on the rebel civilian relationship civilian responses to rebel rule the
comparison between modes of state and non state governance to rebel attempts to establish political order the political economy of rebel
governance and the decline and demise of rebel governance attempts
White Rebels in Black 2018-03-13 with the incredible popularity of michael moore s books and movies and the continuing success of anti
consumer critiques like adbusters and naomi klien s no logo it is hard to ignore the growing tide of resistance to the corporate dominated
world but do these vocal opponents of the status quo offer us a real political alternative in this work of cultural criticism joseph heath and
andrew potter shatter the central myth of radical political economic and cultural thinking the idea of a counterculture a world outside the
consumer dominated one that encompasses us pervades everything from the anti globalization movement to feminism and
environmentalism and the idea that mocking the system or trying to jam it so it will collapse they argue is not only counterproductive but
has helped to create the very consumer society that radicals oppose in a blend of pop culture history and philosophical analysis heath and
potter offer a startling clear picture of what a concern for social justice might look like without the confusion of the counterculture
obsession with being different book jacket
Rebel Governance in Civil War 2015-10-22 well written scrupulously researched and simultaneously sympathetic and critical toward its
subject reynolds s book is important not only for its historically responsive account of hawthorne s widely misunderstood politics but also
its invigorating portrait of a perceptive author who struggled to resist the political extremism that swept the northern states before and
after the bombardment of fort sumter new england quarterly this beautifully written thoroughly researched study faces criticism of
hawthorne both in his day and the present for his stance on slavery and the civil war reynolds shows hawthorne to have rejected the
extremism of the abolitionists been a pacifist who hoped war could be avoided and hated slavery even more than war but at the same to
have been deeply prejudiced to have feared amalgamation or miscegenation and never to have acknowledged the real horrors of slavery
choice widely condemned even in his own time nathaniel hawthorne s views on abolitionism and slavery are today frequently
characterized by scholars as morally reprehensible devils and rebels explores the historical and biographical record to reveal striking
evidence of the author s true political values values grounded in pacifism and resistant to the kind of binary thinking that could lead to
violence and war with fresh readings of hawthorne s four major romances and his less familiar works devils and rebels illuminates the
difficulties faced by public intellectuals during times of political strife an issue as relevant today as it was some 150 years ago larry j
reynolds is thomas franklin mayo professor of liberal arts and professor of english at texas a m university
The Rebel Sell 2004 in this wide ranging and perceptive work of cultural criticism joseph heath and andrew potter shatter the most
important myth that dominates much of radical political economic and cultural thinking the idea of a counterculture a world outside of the
consumer dominated world that encompasses us pervades everything from the antiglobalization movement to feminism and
environmentalism and the idea that mocking or simply hoping the system will collapse the authors argue is not only counterproductive but
has helped to create the very consumer society radicals oppose in a lively blend of pop culture history and philosophical analysis heath
and potter offer a startlingly clear picture of what a concern for social justice might look like without the confusion of the counterculture
obsession with being different
Devils and Rebels 2010-07-22 the 20th anniversary edition of kelley s influential history of 20th century black radicalism with new
reflections on current movements and their impact on the author and a foreword by poet aja monet first published in 2002 freedom
dreams is a staple in the study of the black radical tradition unearthing the thrilling history of grassroots movements and renegade
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intellectuals and artists kelley recovers the dreams of the future worlds black radicals struggled to achieve focusing on the insights of
activists from the revolutionary action movement to the insurgent poetics of aimé and suzanne césaire kelley chronicles the quest for a
homeland the hope that communism offered the politics of surrealism the transformative potential of black feminism and the long dream
of reparations for slavery and jim crow in this edition kelley includes a new introduction reflecting on how movements of the past 20 years
have expanded his own vision of freedom to include mutual care disability justice abolition and decolonization and a new epilogue
exploring the visionary organizing of today s freedom dreamers this classic history of the power of the black radical imagination is as
timely as when it was first published
Nation of Rebels 2004-12-14 in this first ground level account of the muslim separatist rebellion in the philippines thomas mckenna
challenges prevailing anthropological analyses of nationalism as well as their underlying assumptions about the interplay of culture and
power he examines muslim separatism against a background of more than four hundred years of political relations among indigenous
muslim rulers their subjects and external powers seeking the subjugation of philippine muslims he also explores the motivations of the
ordinary men and women who fight in armed separatist struggles and investigates the formation of nationalist identities a skillful meld of
historical detail and ethnographic research muslim rulers and rebels makes a compelling contribution to the study of protest rebellion and
revolution worldwide
Freedom Dreams (TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION) 2022-08-23 ultimately the book provides a deeper view of 1950s america not
simply as the black and white precursor to the technicolor flamboyance of the sixties but as a rich period of artistic expression and
identity formation that blended cultural production and politics
Muslim Rulers and Rebels 2023-09-01 this fascinating timely and important book on the connection between music and political
activism among muslim youth around the world looks at how hip hop jazz and reggae along with andalusian and gnawa music have
become a means of building community and expressing protest in the face of the west s policies in the war on terror hisham aidi
interviews musicians and activists and reports from music festivals and concerts in the united states europe north africa and south
america to give us an up close sense of the identities and art forms of urban muslim youth we see how the current cultural and political
turmoil in europe s urban periphery echoes that moment in the 1910s when islamic movements began appearing among african americans
in northern american cities and how the black freedom movement and the words of malcolm x have inspired the increasing racialization
and radicalization of young muslims today more unexpected is how the united states and some of its allies have used hip hop and sufi
music to try to deradicalize muslim youth abroad aidi s interviews with jazz musicians who embraced islam in the post world war ii years
and took their music to europe and africa recall the 1920s when jazz inspired cultural ferment in europe and north africa and his
conversations with the last of the great algerian andalusi musicians who migrated to paris s latin quarter after the outbreak of the
algerian war in 1954 speak for the musical symbiosis between muslims and jews in the kasbah that attracted the attention of the great
anticolonial thinker frantz fanon illuminating and groundbreaking rebel music takes the pulse of the phenomenon of this new youth
culture and reveals not only the rich historical context from which it is drawn but also how it can foretell future social and political change
The Rebel Café 2018-11-01 by examining everyday life in venezuela s post colonial period reuben zahler provides a broad perspective on
conditions throughout the americas and the tension between traditional norms and new liberal standards during venezuela s
transformation from aspanish colony to a modern republic
Rebel Music 2014-03-04 a groundbreaking contribution to the history of the long civil rights movement hammer and hoe tells the story of
how during the 1930s and 40s communists took on alabama s repressive racist police state to fight for economic justice civil and political
rights and racial equality the alabama communist party was made up of working people without a euro american radical political tradition
devoutly religious and semiliterate black laborers and sharecroppers and a handful of whites including unemployed industrial workers
housewives youth and renegade liberals in this book robin d g kelley reveals how the experiences and identities of these people from
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alabama s farms factories mines kitchens and city streets shaped the party s tactics and unique political culture the result was a
remarkably resilient movement forged in a racist world that had little tolerance for radicals after discussing the book s origins and impact
in a new preface written for this twenty fifth anniversary edition kelley reflects on what a militantly antiracist radical movement in the
heart of dixie might teach contemporary social movements confronting rampant inequality police violence mass incarceration and
neoliberalism
Ambitious Rebels 2013-12-19 challenging traditional narrow views this unique work proposes to rethink and reinterpret ulster loyalism
from the beginning of the troubles to the present day by tracing its religious paramilitary political and community influences the work
examines the core values of loyalist communities the roots of violence and the shift toward peaceful coexistence with former enemies also
discussed are the dup s claims that it represents loyalism s true voice along with the complex and varying degrees of commitment to the
crown the protestant faith and the british governance of northern ireland lastly it looks at how cultural expressions of loyalist identity
such as poetry or cartoons are being used in the re construction of a loyalist memory written by a leading expert on ulster loyalism the
work is based on extensive interviews with loyalists and loyalist literature to provide an inside account of the processes of loyalist identity
formation and transformation drawing on political science sociology and cultural studies it will appeal to anyone interested in irish politics
as well as conflict and peace processes
Hammer and Hoe 2015-08-03 analyses with rare impartiality what sets the catalans apart from spain and how the separatist debate is
playing out
Very British Rebels? 2015-12-03 ever wonder why militant groups behave as they do for instance why did al qaeda attack the world
trade center whereas the african national congress tried to avoid civilian bloodshed why does islamic state brag over social media about
its gory attacks while hezbollah denies responsibility or even apologizes for its carnage this book shows that militant group behaviour
depends on the tactical intelligence of the leaders the author has extensively studied the political plights of hundreds of militant groups
throughout world history and reveals that successful militant leaders have followed three rules these rules are based on original insights
from the fields of political science psychology criminology economics management marketing communication and sociology it turns out
thereâs a science to victory in militant history but even rebels must follow rules
The Struggle for Catalonia 2017 holden caulfield the beat writers elvis presley chuck berry and james dean these and other avatars of
youthful rebellion were much more than entertainment as leerom medovoi shows they were often embraced and hotly debated at the
dawn of the cold war era because they stood for dissent and defiance at a time when the ideological production of the united states as
leader of the free world required emancipatory figures who could represent america s geopolitical claims medovoi argues that the bad boy
became a guarantor of the country s anti authoritarian democratic self image a kindred spirit to the freedom seeking nations of the
rapidly decolonizing third world and a counterpoint to the repressive conformity attributed to both the soviet union abroad and america s
burgeoning suburbs at home alongside the young rebel the contemporary concept of identity emerged in the 1950s it was in that decade
that identity was first used to define collective selves in the politicized manner that is recognizable today in terms such as national
identity and racial identity medovoi traces the rapid absorption of identity themes across many facets of postwar american culture
including beat literature the young adult novel the hollywood teen film early rock n roll black drama and bad girl narratives he
demonstrates that youth culture especially began to exhibit telltale motifs of teen racial sexual gender and generational revolt that would
burst into political prominence during the ensuing decades bequeathing to the progressive wing of contemporary american political
culture a potent but ambiguous legacy of identity politics
Rules for Rebels 2018-09-13 many philosophers have been appointed to top level political positions during chile s modern history what
makes chilean philosophers unique in the context of latin america and beyond is that they have developed a sophisticated rationale for
both their participation and withdrawal from politics all along philosophers have grappled with fundamental problems such as the role of
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religion and politics in society they have also played a fundamental role in defining the nature and aims of higher education the
philosophers production constitutes a substantial albeit largely unknown portion of the intellectual history of chile and latin america this
book describes in detail the evolution of philosophical work in chile and pays close attention to the relationship between philosophical
activity and contemporary social and political events various chilean philosophical sources are discussed for the first time in the literature
on chilean ideas the work of such intellectuals as andres bello valentin letelier enrique molina jorge millas juan rivano juan de dios vial
larrain and many others is examined in relation to the principal political and educational issues of their time the book also develops a
distinction between the two main currents of chilean philosophy namely a professionalist current that seeks the independence of the field
from social and political involvements and a critical current that seeks to relate philosophical activity to national realities
Rebels 2005-11-23 winner of the 2014 mexican book prize in the middle of the twentieth century a growing tide of student activism in
mexico reached a level that could not be ignored culminating with the 1968 movement this book traces the rise growth and consequences
of mexico s student problem during the long sixties 1956 1971 historian jaime m pensado closely analyzes student politics and youth
culture during this period as well as reactions to them on the part of competing actors examining student unrest and youthful militancy in
the forms of sponsored student thuggery porrismo provocation clientelism charrismo estudiantil and fun relajo pensado offers insight into
larger issues of state formation and resistance he draws particular attention to the shifting notions of youth in cold war mexico and details
the impact of the cuban revolution in mexico s universities in doing so pensado demonstrates the ways in which deviating authorities
inside and outside the government responded differently to student unrest and provides a compelling explanation for the longevity of the
partido revolucionario institucional
Academic Rebels in Chile 1989-07-03 ready to stand up and create positive change at work but reluctant to speak up true leadership
doesn t always come from a position of power or authority by teaching you skills and providing practical advice this handbook shows you
how to engage your coworkers and bosses and bring your ideas forward so that they are heard considered and acted upon authors carmen
medina and lois kelly once rebels themselves reveal ways to navigate your workplace avoid common mistakes and traps and overcome the
fears that may be holding you back you can achieve more success and less frustration help your organization do better work and most
important find more meaning and joy in what you do
Rebel Mexico 2015-05-13 rebels and renegades examines 350 years of history through the eyes of the uncompromising presented in nine
clearly written chronological chapters this comprehensive reference covers the major events and personalities in the history of extremism
in the u s besides chronicling the event itself entries ranging from 500 to 1000 words include background information and historic effects
in addition to the chronology sidebars highlight historical biographical cultural and ethical aspects of the story tying the past to the
present topics include the influence of radical idea on the mainstream the role of violence in radicalism and the evolving relationship
between radicals and the media an extensive appendix of excerpts transcripts and full source documents round out the work to see the
introduction a list of detailed contents a generous selection of sample pages and more visit the rebels and renegades website
Rebels at Work 2014-11-05 this book explains how parties and their members of parliament structure parliamentary debate providing
novel insights into intra party politics and representation
Rebels and Renegades 2002-10-11 in this vibrant thought provoking book kelley the preeminant historian of black popular culture writing
today cornel west shows how the multicolored urban working class is the solution to the ills of american cities he undermines widespread
misunderstandings of black culture and shows how they have contributed to the failure of social policy to save our cities from the trade
paperback edition
The Politics of Parliamentary Debate 2015 a bold and energetic close up on one of africa s most popular and controversial stars
Yo' Mama's Disfunktional! 2001-01-04 a rarely discussed aspect of children s literature the politics behind a book s creation has been
thoroughly explored in this intelligent enlightening and fascinating account
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Arrest the Music! 2004-10-29 as a giant of 20th century history mao zedong played many roles peasant revolutionary patriotic leader
against the japanese occupation marxist theoretician modernizer and visionary despot this very short introduction chronicles mao s
journey from peasant child to ruler of the most populous nation on earth he was a founder of both the chinese communist party and the
red army and for many years he fought on two fronts for control of the party and in an armed struggle for the party s control of the
country his revolution unified china and began its rise to world power status he was the architect of the great leap forward that he hoped
would make china both prosperous and egalitarian but instead ended in economic disaster resulting in millions of deaths it was mao s
growing suspicion of his fellow leaders that led him to launch the cultural revolution and his last years were dogged by ill health and his
despairing attempts to find a successor whom he trusted delia davin provides an invaluable introduction to mao showing him in all his
complexity ruthless brutal and ambitious a man of enormous talent and perception yet a leader who is still detested by some and
venerated by others about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Tales for Little Rebels 2008-11 this book is the quintessential story of an american awakening it is the tale of an upper middle class white
male schooled in the elite institutions of the wasp establishment who managed to jettison all of the prejudices and provincialism of his
class and through the force of his inquiring mind to become one of the most penetrating critics of mid century american civilization
Mao: A Very Short Introduction 2013-04-25 manifesto on the urban commons from the acclaimed theorist
A Rebel In Defense Of Tradition 1994-05-03 this book examines the evolution of black power activism at the local level comprised of
essays that examine black power s impact at the grassroots level in cities in the north south mid west and west this anthology expands on
the profusion of new scholarship that is taking a second look at black power
Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution 2012-04-04 this uniquely interdisciplinary study of black cultural critics
armond white and paul gilroy spans continents and decades of rebellion and revolution drawing on an eclectic mix of archival research
politics film theory and pop culture daniel mcneil examines two of the most celebrated and controversial black thinkers working today
thinking while black takes us on a transatlantic journey through the radical movements that rocked against racism in 1970s detroit and
birmingham the rhythms of everyday life in 1980s london and new york and the hype and hostility generated by oscar winning films like
12 years a slave the lives and careers of white and gilroy along with creative contemporaries of the post civil rights era such as bob
marley toni morrison stuart hall and pauline kael should matter to anyone who craves deeper and fresher thinking about cultural
industries racism nationalism belonging and identity
Neighborhood Rebels 2010-01-04 utilizing a mixed methods approach this book uncovers the historical trajectory of u s independent hip
hop in the post golden era seeking to understand its complex relationship to mainstream hip hop culture and u s culture more generally
christopher vito analyzes the lyrics of indie hip hop albums from 2000 2013 to uncover the dominant ideologies of independent artists
regarding race class gender sexual orientation and social change these analyses inform interviews with members of the indie hip hop
community to explore the meanings that they associate with the culture today how technological and media changes impact the
boundaries between independent and major and whether and how this shapes their engagement with oppositional consciousness
ultimately this book aims to understand the complex and contradictory cultural politics of independent hip hop in the contemporary age
Thinking While Black: Translating the Politics and Popular Culture of a Rebel Generation 2022-09-27 an analysis of the
evolution of the overlapping histories of human rights and development and an exploration of the alternatives through the lens of
indigenous and other southern theories and epistemologies
The Values of Independent Hip-Hop in the Post-Golden Era 2019-02-08 a fascinating and highly readable account of what it was like to be
young and hip growing up in east germany in the 1950s and 1960s living on the frontline of the cold war young people were subject to a
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number of competing influences for young men from the working class in particular a conflict developed between the culture they
inherited from their parents and the new official culture taught in schools merging with street gangs new youth cultures took shape which
challenged authority and provided an alternative vision of modernity taking their fashion cues music and icons from the west they rapidly
came into conflict with a didactic and highly controlling party state charting the clashes which occurred between teenage rebels and the
authorities the book explores what happened when gender sexuality nazism communism and rock n roll collided during a period which
also saw the building of the berlin wall
Race, Rights and Rebels 2015-12-11 in this wide ranging and perceptive work of cultural criticism joseph heath and andrew potter shatter
the most important myth that dominates much of radical political economic and cultural thinking the idea of a counterculture a world
outside of the consumer dominated world that encompasses us pervades everything from the antiglobalization movement to feminism and
environmentalism and the idea that mocking or simply hoping the system will collapse the authors argue is not only counterproductive but
has helped to create the very consumer society radicals oppose in a lively blend of pop culture history and philosophical analysis heath
and potter offer a startlingly clear picture of what a concern for social justice might look like without the confusion of the counterculture
obsession with being different
Sex, Thugs and Rock 'n' Roll 2007-12-30
Nation of Rebels 2004-12-14
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